


Daily Mail

“It seems that the days of botox being the wrinkle removing 
treatment of choice could soon be over. Instead, growing 

numbers of the rich and famous claim to have found

a new way to turn back the clock.”

Vogue

“The Collagenwave facial is a radio frequency treatment that 
lifts and tightens skin with immediate results and has long 

been a secret in beauty circles.”

Nicole Scherzinger

“A deep tissue massage is my all time favourite, but  
also any type of facial, particularly the Collagenwave  

facial - it’s awesome.”

Amanda Holden

“I have an amazing non-invasive facial called Collagenwave 
to stimulate collagen and make skin plumper.”





The Collagenwave is one of the UK’s most sought

after facial treatments, with clients regularly flying

in from across the world for their appointments.

Designed and created by Dr Saleh, our exclusive

skin tightening treatment uses radio frequency

energy to tighten skin tissue - helping to contour

and rejuvenate the skin.

Our results-driven treatment has featured in British

Vogue and has a long list of A-List converts and

beauty editors including Glamour’s Alessandra

Steinherr and Hello’s Nadine Baggott. With no

downtime, the Collagenwave is the perfect  
non-surgical solution for image conscious people

with busy lives looking to lift and tighten the skin

on the face, neck and décolletage.

Combining Beauty  
and Science 





The power of radio frequency
The use of radio frequency in medical practice is not 
new and has been used medically for many years, 
resting on the principle of the modification of deeper 
skin layers through heat. Radio frequency heats up 
deep layers of the skin and underlying tissue, causing 
deep collagen structures in the skin to immediately 
tighten. This improves the existing collagen and 
promotes new collagen production to further tighten 
the skin resulting in a healthier, smoother and more 
youthful appearance. 

Real Results - No Downtime, No Intrusion
Our ‘non-ablative’ treatment acts on the middle 
and lower layers of the dermis without damaging 
the surface.  A certified Therapist uses a wand 
containing electrodes, to deliver controlled and even 
amounts of radio frequency energy into the skin for 
safe and effective results. Benefits to all areas are 
skin tightening, toning, smoothing and rejuvenation 
of skin tissue and results can be seen immediately, 
often improving over time.





Lift brows

Jaw sculpting

Lip rejuvenation

Lessen frown lines

Lift nose to mouth lining

Soften crows feet

Tighten under eye area

Tighten neck



Collagenwave skin tightening
Blending beauty with science through a combination of 
radio frequency and ultrasound waves.  This unique non-
invasive, non-ablative and non-surgical therapy delivers 
a highly effective treatment that tightens the skin’s 
tissues helping to contour and sculpt, diminishing fine 
lines and wrinkles, and rejuvenating the skin.

Face Session

Face Session

Face Session

(45 Minutes)

(60 Minutes)

(90 Minutes)



What areas can be treated?

Improving the jowl, eyes and neck 
areas are the most popular and 
effective uses of radio frequency.

Forehead - lifts brows, tightens the 
forehead skin.

Under eyes – thickens and strengthens 
the delicate skin whilst softening fine 
lines.

Cheeks - gives a slight lift and 
improves appearance of open pores, 
tightens the upper cheek skin.

Mid face/Jaw line – tightens  
sagging skin, diminishes jowls to  
firm the jaw line. 

Mouth area – plumps and firms the 
skin and softens fine lines.

Neck – tightens the skin whilst 
smoothing out lines.

Body - all areas of the body can  
be treated.

Benefits to all areas are the reduction 
of cellulite, smoothing out dimpled 
skin, tightening and toning of the skin. 
Thighs, buttocks, arms and stomach  
are greatly improved

When will I see results?

Immediate improvements can be seen 
for most clients, further results will be 
gradual and subtle. Although modest, 
the changes can be seen, for example, 
a ‘tired eye’ appearance and a ‘rested 
eye’. Improvements will become 
increasingly visible over a six month 
period and may last for up to two years.

How long is the treatment?

The Therapist will use a hand piece 
containing electrodes to deliver radio 
frequency energy which heats the 
middle and lower layers of the dermis. 
Depending on the size of the area 
being treated the procedure usually  
takes on average 45 minutes, in 
addition to consultation.

Is the treatment painful?

The treatment feels reasonably 
warm but pleasant and is rarely 
uncomfortable.

Frequently
Asked Questions
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